WESTCHESTER COUNTY AIRPORT
DRAFT MASTER PLAN UPDATE –CHAPTER 2
7. SPDES Outfall No. 010: Tributary Drainage Sub Area BB-1BF (Airport site portion) that
includes runoff from the Hangar 6 Aircraft Pad and Hangar V Entrance Road has been conveyed
to Outfall No. 010 with discharge to Blind Brook.
The 2010 Update to the 1999 Storm Water Management Plan stated that expansion of Detention Basins A
and B would be authorized under current SPDES permit.
Water Quality Monitoring program will be further addressed in other chapters of this report, and also
discussed in Deicing and Industrial Waste narrative.

2.3 Deicing and Industrial Waste
Westchester County was one of more than 80 governmental agencies and environmental groups to sign a
historic memorandum of agreement to protect New York City’s drinking-water supply for 9 million New
Yorkers without compromising the economic vitality of the watershed communities. Westchester
County’s commitment continues to strengthen as demonstrated by its many environmental protection
programs. Westchester County Airport is only the third in the nation to be certified by the ISO 14001
Standard. The scope of the airport’s ISO-certified Airport Environmental Management System (AEMS)
includes all activities at the Westchester County Airport, which is a 694.16-acre facility owned by
Westchester County providing corporate aviation, light general aviation, and commercial airline services
with related aviation support facilities.
Some of the programs in place that relate to protecting waterways from potentially polluted stormwater
runoff include the following:







Protecting Rye Lake and Blind Brook through sediment and erosion controls and monitoring the
quality of stormwater and groundwater
Finding better ways to capture deicing fluid
Installing spill protection filters on storm drains
Ensuring the proper disposal of wastes
Improving the airport recycling program
Protecting the important wetlands in the vicinity of the airport

The Airport’s extraordinary effort to protect surrounding environment was reflected in such scientific
articles as “Westchester County Airport Meets Tough International Standards” by Judy Shane published
in October 2007 in Stormwater Journal, and “Smart Solution to Water Pollution” by Judy Shane,
published in Government Engineering Journal, July-August 2009.

2.3.1 Deicing
Due to the region’s winter weather conditions, all aircrafts are subject to deicing right before flights
depending upon weather conditions. Not just removing, but also preventing a build-up of snow and ice on
the wings and tail of an airplane is crucial for a safe take-off. A plane’s wings and rear tail component are
engineered with a very specific shape in order to provide proper lift for flight. Snow and ice on these
areas in essence changes their shape and disrupts the airflow across the surface, hindering the ability to
create lift whenever snow, ice, or even frost has accumulated on the aircraft, the pilots call on the airport
deicing facility to have it removed. Deicing fluid, a mixture of a chemical called propylene glycol and
water and is heated and sprayed under pressure to remove ice and snow on the aircraft. While it removes
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ice and snow, deicing fluid has a limited ability to prevent further ice from forming. If winter
precipitation is falling such as snow, freezing rain or sleet, further action needs to be taken to prevent ice
from forming again on the aircraft before take-off. In these cases, anti-icing fluid is applied after the
deicing process is complete
The aircraft deicing fluid that is utilized at the airport is propylene glycol based. Propylene glycol can be
found in many food products, shampoos, and cosmetics. Propylene glycol is highly water soluble. The
two types of deicing fluids are Type I and Type IV. Generally the Type I products used in cold weather
conditions is a 50/50 mixture of propylene glycol and hot water. It is sprayed onto the aircraft under
pressure to remove the frozen contamination from aircraft surfaces. The Type IV is 100% propylene
glycol and is used in a gel like formulation as an anti-icing agent that is only applied during active frozen
precipitation to protect the aircraft surfaces from ice contamination during aircraft departures.
Spent deicing or anti-icing fluid not captured on the deicing pad is called fugitive spent deicing fluid and
it can travel dissolved in surface water flow. It breaks down quickly in the environment. Even at very low
concentrations decomposing propylene glycol will give off a very distinctive pungent odor. The fumes in
such low concentrations are not hazardous. Governmental Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (ATSDR) in its document CAS ID #: 57-55-6 describes Propylene glycol as follows:
Propylene glycol is a synthetic liquid substance that absorbs water. Propylene glycol is also used to make
polyester compounds, and as a base for deicing solutions. Propylene glycol is used by the chemical, food,
and pharmaceutical industries as an antifreeze when leakage might lead to contact with food. The Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) has classified propylene glycol as an additive that is “generally
recognized as safe” for use in food. It is used to absorb extra water and maintain moisture in certain
medicines, cosmetics, or food products. It is a solvent for food colors and flavors, and in the paint and
plastics industries. Propylene glycol is also used to create artificial smoke or fog used in fire-fighting
training and in theatrical productions. Other names for propylene glycol are 1,2-dihydroxypropane, 1,2propanediol, methyl glycol, and trimethyl glycol. Propylene glycol is clear, colorless, slightly syrupy
liquid at room temperature. It may exist in air in the vapor form, although propylene glycol must be
heated or briskly shaken to produce a vapor. Propylene glycol is practically odorless and tasteless.
Even though propylene glycol is classified as non-toxic, in large volumes and concentration it can have
negative effects on the environment, since it uses oxygen during breakdown, causing possible suffocation
and other hazards to aquatic life.
Although the Westchester County Airport uses less toxic propylene glycol deicing fluid for aircraft
deicing operations, the Airport has implemented and follows strict deicing procedures, capturing and
diverting glycol-contaminated water to glycol storage tanks.
As shown in Figure 2-27, the existing Westchester Airport deicing operations area is located in the airside
area, bounded by continuous Trench Drain that begins at Gate 4 between the Landmark Aviation Hangar
and Central Terminal Building; the trench drain runs down toward Taxiway A, turns left close to the edge
of Taxiway A, and runs parallel to the edge of Taxiway A toward Hangar A; at the limit of the Hangar A
apron, the trench drain turns left toward Hanger A.
The Deicing Fluid Recovery System (DFRS) consists of the following components:




A 30-inch diameter storm drainage pipe, connecting catch basins and manholes;
Trench drain;
Low Point Catch Basin (CB) with internal gate and valve, operated automatically;
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Diversion structure with manhole;
Underground pipes;
A 40,000-gallon underground storage tank;
Underground storage tank (UST) P-1 pump;
Twelve (12) 21K–gallon storage tanks, located above ground;
Secondary control and data accusation (SCADA) system room with operation control computer,
located in Hangar A.

The DFRS is operated and controlled from the SCADA room. The system functions as follows:
Glycol-contaminated fluid is intercepted by the Trench Drain and the Catch Basins connected to this
Trench Drain during aircraft deicing operations. The Trench Drain conveys glycol fluid to the Low Point
Catch Basin using an inside gate and a valve that automatically closes the gate, preventing glycol fluid
from entering the airport drainage system. Glycol-contaminated water is directed to the Diversion
Structure; from there, gravity fluid travels to the 40,000-gallon Underground Storage Tank. From the
Underground Storage Tank, the P-1 Pump transfers glycol-contaminated water to the 12 above-ground
storage tanks. From there, the fluid is hauled away via trucks to the designated treatment plant, located off
the Airport site.
In the event that fugitive deicing fluid ends up in the Airport stormwater runoff, it is conveyed to
detention basins, where discharges to the Blind Brook are monitored.
In order to further protect the Rye Lake and Kensico Reservoir watershed from possible impacts of
deicing operations at the airport during wintertime, the Westchester County Department of Health and the
Westchester County Airport implemented a drinking water quality monitoring program in 1999.
Whenever the Airport needs to use more than 2,000 gallons of aircraft deicing fluid during a 24-hour
period, the airport environmental department notifies the Department of Health’s Bureau of
Environmental Quality. The Bureau of Environmental Quality then collects samples at seven locations in
the water distribution system, and these samples are sent to a certified laboratory for analysis.
Westchester Airport is always looking for the ways to further enhance collection and removal of glycol
contaminated water. For this purpose The Airport undertook a feasibility study for the improvements of
existing Deicing Fluid Recovery System, including the increase the storage volume of stormwater
contaminated with aircraft deicing fluid. One of the alternative solutions would be to relocate facility to
new location that will improve the airside operations, assure the environmental safety and provide for the
low cost of construction and future maintenance.

2.3.2 Industrial Waste
The Airport Waste Collection Facility is located in Building 10.
Airport staff responsible for collection and disposal of the waste is supported by environmental contractor
firm Alpine Environmental, which is responsible for the clean-up of contaminated materials, including
fuel spillages, and disposal of the waste at the designated facilities off the Airport site.
Airport staff collect and store any contaminated and hazardous materials in red bins which, when filled,
are stored in a large black bin. Each black bin contains 12 red bins. Black bins are marked according to
the substance that has been stored inside. When a black bin fills up with 12 contaminated material red
bins, airport staff call Alpine Environmental, which immediately picks up the black bin and takes it off
the Airport site to a location designated for hazardous waste disposal.
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All bins are stored in the Site Accumulation Area. Non-hazardous waste goes directly into black bins.
This waste has been classified as follows:





Motor oil (goes back to the accumulative tank and gets reused);
Aerosol and non-aerosol cans;
Non-clay speed-dry;
Used rags, pads, gloves, etc.

When large black bins are filled with waste, the airport staff seal and label the bins and call Alpine
Environmental, who take out the waste.
Universal waste that is also collected at the airport is likewise taken off airport premises by Alpine
Environmental.
Along with collection and disposal of industrial waste, the Westchester County Airport effectively
protects the surrounding waterways from polluted runoff caused by fuel spills, which can also be
considered airport waste.
To protect the waterways surrounding the airport from polluted runoff caused by chemicals such as fuel
spills, the county has installed catch basin inserts in the critical storm drains as part of its AEMS activity.
The Airport installed a large number of Ultra-Urban Filters, produced by AbTech Industries, inside the
drainage structures. The filtration material, called Smart Sponge, effectively absorbs contaminants from
water; it bonds with oil, gasoline, and grease, transforming these liquid petroleum hydrocarbons into
manageable solid waste that forms a gel-like structure. The filtration material is recyclable and provides a
complete solution for removing pollutants from water. The filter comes in two standard designs, one a
modular unit geared toward curb inlet openings and the other a single unit designed for typical drop-in
catch basin drains.

Source: Smart Solution to Water Pollution, Judy Shane, Government
Engineering Journal, July-August 2009.

Figure 2-32: Installation of Ultra-Urban Filters produced by AbTech Industries, inside the drainage
structures.
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Source: Smart Solution to Water Pollution, Judy Shane, Government Engineering
Journal, July-August 2009.

Figure 2-33: Smart Sponge a polymer-based filtration material
Smart Sponge is a polymer-based filtration material resembling popcorn, which absorbs hydrocarbons
and other contaminants within its porous structure and has the capacity to destroy bacteria.

Source: Westchester County Airport Meets Tough International Standards,
Judy Shane, Stormwater Journal, October 2007.

Figure 2-34: Smart Sponge filtration media before exposure to contaminants (right) and after (left)
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Airport staff paid special attention to the critical storm drain areas: along the curbside, in road and
taxiway areas, and on the open tarmac. The filters were installed at corresponding locations, as the first
line of defense from spills that usually occur within these areas. Each filter can handle 5- to 8-gallon
spills, which is sufficient for containing most spills at these facilities. After a spill, the filter needs to be
inspected, and immediately replaced if it reaches its saturation point. After the removal and replacement
of saturated filters, airport staff sample removed filters to ensure they contain no hazardous materials. The
airport staff the call the environmental contractor, who hauls removed filters away for recycling or
disposal.
Ultra-Urban Filters and Smart Sponge technology products are also used for capturing hydrocarbons, oil,
and grease in stormwater runoff. Smart Sponge is nonhazardous material and also used as a filtration
medium in outfall pipes and vaults to treat stormwater polluted with oil, grease, sediment, debris, and
bacteria.
The EPA has included the Ultra-Urban Filter series with Smart Sponge technology as a best management
practice (BMP) under the federal guidelines for local governments.
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